Anti-diabetic efficacy of combination treatment with the nitric oxide metabolite nitrite and the endogenous antioxidant glutathione in diabetic mice: glutathione combination does not hamper the anti-diabetic effect of nitrite
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Abstract. – OBJECTIVE: The nitric oxide (NO) metabolite nitrite has been shown to attenuate hyperglycemia via its increase in insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake. However, the oral use of nitrite is limited due to its potential formation of the carcinogenic N-nitrosamines via reaction of acidic nitrite and the secondary amines. We investigated the anti-diabetic effect of sodium nitrite (SN) combined with glutathione (GSH) in streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic mice for potential use of GSH as a protective agent in future nitrite therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: STZ-induced diabetic mice were orally treated for 5 weeks with vehicle, SN, GSH or SN + GSH. Oral glucose tolerance test and the measurement of fasting blood glucose (FBG) and glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels were carried out to evaluate anti-diabetic effects of SN and SN + GSH. Plasma levels of total NO metabolites (NOx) were measured to confirm nitrite absorption.

RESULTS: SN and SN + GSH significantly improved the glucose tolerance (p < 0.05), but GSH alone did not. The efficacy of combination treatment with SN and GSH in improving the glucose tolerance was higher than that of SN alone. Oral treatment with SN or SN + GSH significant reduced FBG and HbA1c levels (p < 0.05). Interestingly, daily oral administration of SN + GSH was more effective in reducing FBG and HbA1c levels than that of SN alone. Administration of SN or SN + GSH significantly increased plasma NOx levels (p < 0.05), and combination treatment with SN + GSH was more effective in increasing plasma NOx levels than that with SN alone.

CONCLUSIONS: Combination treatment with SN and GSH is more effective in controlling hyperglycemia and increasing the plasma NOx levels in an experimental mouse model of diabetes. Since oral administration of GSH has been shown to be non-toxic in humans, the combination of SN and GSH may be important in potential future nitrite therapy.
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Introduction

Nitric oxide (NO) is endogenously generated from the amino acid L-arginine in oxidative reactions catalyzed by NO synthases (NOSs), which is referred to as the classical L-arginine-NOS-NO pathway. Also, this free radical is generated from the NO metabolites (i.e., nitrate and nitrite) in reductive reactions catalyzed by nitrite reductases, which is referred to as the alternative nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway. It is generally acceptable that the nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway serves as a backup system to ensure NO generation when the L-arginine-NOS-NO pathway is inactivated or malfunctioning. Hence, NO bioavailability has been shown to be mutually influenced and complementally controlled by these two pathways.

Decreased NO bioavailability, which could be due to the impairment of the L-arginine-NOS-NO pathway and/or the nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway, has been shown to be involved in development of type 2 diabetes and hypertension. Increased NO bioavailability by using the NO precursors, including L-arginine and nitrate/nitrite, has been suggested to be a complementary and alternative therapy for type 2 diabetes and hypertension. However, due to undesirable side effects of
long-term supplementation with L-arginine (i.e., increased arginase activity, decreased endothelial NOS expression, and increased cellular oxidative stress), nitrate/nitrite administration has been suggested as a better treatment for NO boosting\(^6\).\(^9\). Moreover, recent evidence from *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies\(^5\),\(^10\) indicates that nitrate/nitrite, especially when nitrite is orally ingested, could attenuate hyperglycemia via its increase in insulin sensitivity and glucose uptake. However, the use of a high dose of nitrite is limited due to its potential toxicity\(^8\),\(^11\),\(^12\). For example, under acidic conditions, such as those found in the stomach, nitrite may react with the secondary amines to form the carcinogenic N-nitrosamines\(^11\),\(^14\).

The tripeptide glutathione (GSH) is endogenously synthesized in animal, plant, and microbial cells\(^15\). In addition to its antioxidant defense, GSH plays pivotal roles in different physiological processes, including DNA synthesis, protein synthesis, and xenobiotic detoxification\(^15\),\(^16\). It is noteworthy that GSH has been found to be effective in counteracting the nitrite toxicity\(^17\),\(^18\),\(^19\),\(^22\). For example, GSH is capable of preventing the formation of N-nitrosamines by scavenging the active nitrite\(^18\),\(^19\),\(^23\). Thus, a combination strategy of nitrite with GSH may overcome the formation of N-nitrosamines under acidic conditions.

The present study was performed to investigate the anti-diabetic effect of nitrite combined with GSH in streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic mice for potential use of GSH as a protective agent in future nitrite therapy.

**Materials and Methods**

**Chemicals and Reagents**

Sodium nitrite (SN), GSH, STZ, glucose and other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

**UV-Visible Spectroscopy**

Absorption spectra were scanned at room temperature on a V-730 UV-visible spectrophotometer (JASCO International Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). GSH was diluted in 0.5 M HCl solution and placed in both reference and sample cuvette. After correcting the baseline, SN was added to the sample cuvette and an equivalent volume of water, then, was added to the reference cuvette.

**Experimental Animals**

Specific pathogen-free male C57BL/6J mice (8 weeks old) were purchased from Samtako Biokorea (Osan, Republic of Korea), and housed in cages at room temperature (25 ± 2°C) on 12-h light-dark cycle, along with free access to standard mouse chow and water. The experimental animal protocol was reviewed and approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Wonkwang University (No. WKU18-40). All efforts were made not only to minimize animal suffering but also to reduce the number of animals used.

**Induction of Diabetes in the Experimental Mice**

After 1-week adapted feeding, the mice were fasted for 12 h but given drinking water. Then, the mice were intraperitoneally injected with freshly prepared STZ dissolved in an ice-cold 0.1 M citrate buffer (pH 4.5) at a dose of 100 mg/kg body weight. After 4 h, STZ-injected mice were orally administrated with 0.2 mL of 5% glucose solution to prevent STZ-induced hypoglycemic mortality. 72 h after the STZ injection, the levels of blood glucose were measured from caudal vein blood samples by using a glucose meter, and the mice with fasting glucose levels above 11.1 mmol/L were used as the diabetic mice for our further experiments.

**Experimental Design**

Mice were randomly assigned to one of five groups: (1) normal mice (\(n = 5\)), (2) diabetic control mice (\(n = 5\)), (3) SN-treated diabetic mice (\(n = 5\)), (4) GSH-treated diabetic mice (\(n = 5\)), and (5) SN + GSH-treated diabetic mice (\(n = 5\)). Normal and diabetic control mice received regular drinking water. SN-treated mice and GSH-treated mice orally received water supplemented with 1 mM SN and 1 mM GSH for 5 weeks, respectively. SN + GSH-treated mice orally received water supplemented with a mixture (1 mM SN and 1 mM GSH) for 5 weeks. Fresh SN-/GSH-/SN + GSH-supplemented water was replaced every other day. All mice that were housed in individual cages in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room were allowed standard chow *ad libitum*.

**Oral Glucose Tolerance Test**

Following treatment of diabetic mice with each agent for 1-week, oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was carried out to confirm the anti-diabetic effects of SN, GSH and SN + GSH. Fol-
lowing overnight fast, diabetic mice were orally administered 20% glucose solution (1.5 g/kg body weight). The levels of blood glucose were measured from tail vein before and 30, 60, 90, 120 min after glucose administration.

**Determination of Fasting Blood Glucose Levels and Body Weight**

The levels of fasting blood glucose were determined in all experimental mice once a week throughout the study period. Blood was obtained from tail vein, and the levels of blood glucose were determined by using a glucose meter. Body weight was measured every 3 to 4 days for all the groups of experimental mice.

**Determination of HbA1c Levels**

At the end of the study, all mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane, and the whole blood was collected via intracardiac puncture with a heparinized 26G needle (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The levels of glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) in a small aliquot (20 mL) of whole blood were determined by using an Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay kit (Calbiochem, Spring Valley, CA, USA). Plasma was separated from the remaining blood by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 15 min at room temperature and stored at -70°C until required.

**Determination of Plasma NOx Levels**

The plasma levels of the total nitrogen oxide NOx (nitrate + nitrite) were determined at the end of the study by using nitrate/nitrite colorimetric assay kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the method for NOx analysis consists of a two-step process. In the first step, nitrate in plasma was converted into nitrite by utilizing the nitrate reductase. In the second step, nitrite was converted into purple azo compound by adding Greiss reagents. To determine the concentration of total nitrite, the absorbance of the azo compound was measured at the wavelength 540 nm.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data are expressed as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). Differences between groups were tested for statistical significance using student t-test and one-way analysis of variance followed by Bonferroni correction using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). A level of p < 0.05 was considered to be significant.

---

**Results**

**Confirmation of GSNO Formation by Reaction of SN and GSH Under Acidic Condition**

Initially, we confirmed whether GSH could react spontaneously with SN under acidic condition. In spectrophotometric absorption spectra shown in Figure 1, the product absorption band (GSNO; λmax = 334 nm) was clearly observed together with a complete disappearance of the reactant absorption band (SN; λmax = 354 nm), when SN was immediately mixed with GSH under acidic condition. This indicates that the reaction of SN with GSH under acidic condition results in spontaneous formation of GSNO; however, it should be noted that at neutral pH, GSH is not essentially oxidized by SN for GSNO formation.

**Effects of SN and SN + GSH on Oral Glucose Tolerance in Diabetic Mice**

OGTT was performed to assess glucose absorption from the bloodstream in diabetic mice. At 1-week experimental point, a 20% glucose solution was orally administrated to fasting diabetic mice and the levels of blood glucose were measured at various time points. While in the diabetic control mice, blood glucose levels remained elevated beyond 120 minutes of oral glucose load, daily administration of SN or SN + GSH significantly improved the glucose tolerance.
of the diabetic mice within 120 minutes of oral glucose load (Figure 2A). However, the improvement of the glucose tolerance of the diabetic mice was superior with SN + GSH, as compared to that with SN alone. Daily oral administration of GSH alone had no significant effect on the glucose tolerance (Figure 2B).

**Effects of SN and SN + GSH on Fasting Blood Glucose Levels in Diabetic Mice**

Effects of SN and SN + GSH on fasting blood glucose levels are shown in Figure 3. During the treatment period and at the end of the treatment, we observed a continuous increase in the levels of fasting blood glucose in untreated diabetic control mice. However, in diabetic mice treated with SN or SN + GSH, a significant decrease in the levels of fasting blood glucose over the period of five weeks was observed. Interestingly, daily oral administration of SN combined with GSH was more effective in reducing the levels of fasting blood glucose than that of SN alone. Daily oral treatment of diabetic mice with GSH alone had no significant effect on the levels of fasting blood glucose.

**Effects of SN and SN + GSH on Glycosylated Hemoglobin Levels of Diabetic Mice**

The total glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) levels of the experimental groups of mice are shown in Figure 4. HbA1c levels of diabetic control mice were significantly higher than those of normal mice. However, daily oral treatment of diabetic mice with SN for five weeks significantly decreased the levels of HbA1c. Treatment with SN + GSH also resulted in improvement in the HbA1c levels of diabetic mice, but the improvement is higher than that with SN alone. No significant change in HbA1c levels was observed in diabetic mice treated with GSH alone.

**Effects of SN and SN + GSH on Body-Weight Loss in Diabetic Mice**

In the present study, the initial body weights of all experimental groups showed no evident
difference between the groups. At the end of the experiment (day 35), the diabetic control mice expanded less body weight than the non-diabetic normal mice (Figure 5). The body-weight loss of diabetic mice was partly reversed by daily oral treatment with both SN and SN + GSH (Figure 5). There was no significant difference in the body weight between the groups treated with SN and SN + GSH (Figure 5).

Effects of SN and SN + GSH on Plasma NOx Levels in Diabetic Mice

Hyperglycemia decreased plasma NOx (nitrate + nitrite) levels as revealed by lower plasma NOx levels in the diabetic control mice, as compared with the non-diabetic normal mice (Figure 6). However, daily oral treatment of diabetic mice with SN or SN + GSH significantly increased plasma NOx levels, as compared to untreated diabetic control mice. Interestingly, combination treatment with SN and GSH was more effective in increasing plasma NOx levels than that with SN alone. There was no significant difference in the plasma NOx levels between diabetic control mice and diabetic mice treated with GSH alone.

Discussion

Although the mechanisms underlying anti-diabetic effect of the NO metabolite nitrite are poorly understood, scholars highlight the therapeutic effect of nitrite, especially, on type 2 diabetes. In the present study, we sought to determine the efficacy of nitrite combined with glutathione (GSH), an endogenous antioxidant capable of scavenging the reactive nitrite, in controlling hyperglycemia in STZ-induced diabetic mice. Our results clearly show that the anti-diabetic activity of the combination of nitrite and GSH was greater than that of nitrite alone; the anti-diabetic efficacy of nitrite was not hampered by combined GSH. In addition, we observed nitrite combined with GSH to be more effective in increasing plasma NOx than nitrite alone.

Exogenous administration of nitrite has been shown to exert a beneficial effect on prevention of
type 2 diabetes and insulin resistance\textsuperscript{24-28}. However, under acidic conditions, such as those found in the stomach, nitrite may be capable of reacting with a secondary amine (e.g., dimethylamine, diethylamine, or ethylmethylamine), which may arise through the degradation of food proteins or by unwanted contamination of the secondary amines, eventually leading to the formation of the carcinogenic N-nitrosamine\textsuperscript{19,21,23}. At unknown mechanism. In our study, plasma levels of the total NO metabolite NO\textsubscript{x} (nitrate + nitrite) in diabetic mice treated with SN or SN + GSH were higher than those in untreated diabetic mice. It could be due to effective NO/nitrite absorption after oral administration of SN or SN + GSH. Notably, plasma NO\textsubscript{x} levels were higher in diabetic mice treated with SN + GSH than those in diabetic mice treated with SN alone. These results may explain why the anti-diabetic effect of SN + GSH is better than that of SN; the more absorption of nitrite, the more effective anti-diabetic effect.

**Limitations of the Study**

The anti-diabetic effect of combination treatment with SN and GSH in STZ-induced diabetic mice was investigated in this study, but future studies are required to examine other beneficial effects of this combination treatment in animal disease models. The STZ-induced mouse model of diabetes is most extensively used to investigate human disease. From an animal welfare perspective for animal research, the long-term effects of combination treatment with SN and GSH was unable to be evaluated in STZ-induced diabetic model, due to a severe body-weight loss in diabetic control mice. Future evaluation of the long-term effects of the combination treatment is needed using other clinically relevant models.

**Conclusions**

Herein, our results demonstrate that in an experimental model of diabetes, combination treatment with nitrite and glutathione is more effective in controlling hyperglycemia than that with nitrite alone. In addition, this study clearly demonstrates that the oral supplementation of nitrite combined with glutathione exerts an enhanc-
ing effect on plasma NO metabolites. Since oral administration of glutathione has been shown to be non-toxic in humans, the combination of nitrite and glutathione may be important in potential future nitrite therapy.
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